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ABSTRACT: NMR is a fast, nondestructive, and noninvasive technique that can provide information about the pore structure of
macroporous polymer beads and the dynamics of liquids confined in them. In this work, we describe the study of the pore
structure of the macroporous polymer of ethylene glycol dimethacrylate and 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate [poly(EGDMA-co-
HEMA)] in the dry but also in the swollen state by measuring relaxation times of liquids contained in the polymer network. The
results show that the pore architecture differs from the dry to the soaked state. The behavior of polar liquids during evaporation
and deswelling dynamics is monitored and described. An internal migration of water from the swollen polymer mesh into
expanding pores takes place. With this procedure it is possible to obtain information about the microscopic morphology behavior
of the matrix during evaporation and deswelling. This information is of great interest with the aspect of possible and future
applications for these types of materials.

1. INTRODUCTION

Macroporous polymer beads, a class of polymer beads
containing a permanent well-developed porous structure,1

have a wide range of applications2 such as support for
catalysts,3,4 immobilization of enzymes,5,6 HPLC columns,7−9

adsorbents and liberation of active substances,10 adsorbents in
waste treatments,11 among others.12 Because of their porous
structure, different solutes can diffuse through the polymeric
network and, depending on the interactions between the liquid
and the matrix, swelling can be present.13 Additionally, different
solutes can diffuse through the polymer network depending on
its pore structure. Moreover, the cross-linking degree and the
interaction between the liquid and the matrix also regulate its
swelling degree. We have previously reported the synthesis of
heterogeneous networks obtained with several cross-linking
degrees by free-radical polymerization in suspension from 2-
hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) and ethylene glycol
dimethacrylate (EGDMA). It is well-known that synthesis
conditions used in the suspension polymerization influence the
porosity and specific surface area of the network. Because of the
hydrophilic characteristic of these materials, water not only
diffuses into the pore system but also swells the network, which
modifies its pore structure.14 Because structural properties may

differ from the dry to the swollen state, the examination of both
is necessary. Unfortunately, most classical techniques employed
in the characterization of such materials are not able to provide
information about the swollen state, where its structural
organization may not always be directly correlated to the dry
state. This is not a minor issue because most aforementioned
applications involve the polymer network in a fully or partially
swollen state, and in nearly every case its performance is a
sensitive function of the distribution of internal pore size.
Therefore, it would be of interest to implement methods that
allow the study of pore architecture in the swollen network as
well as the arrangement of its mesh during the swelling or
deswelling process.
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) relaxation is a suitable

tool for studying the molecular dynamics of different liquids
spatially confined in macro-, meso-, and nanopores. In
transverse relaxation experiments, relaxation sources such as
diffusion inside the pore, or relaxation induced by mobility
restriction of the liquid near the wall, are extremely useful in the
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determination of structural and functional properties. In
particular, the use of multipulse sequences applied to protons
such as Carr−Purcell−Meiboom−Gill (1H-CPMG)15,16 allows
the determination of the transverse relaxation time (T2) of the
liquid molecules inside the pore. The T2 values can be related
to the size of the pore at which the molecules are confined or
more specifically to the surface to volume ratio (S/V) of the
pore space.17,18 NMR relaxation is used in the study of porous
media with a great variety of characteristics such as
determination of pore properties in sedimentary rocks in oil
industry,19,20 drying of cement paste,21−23 or drying of
gelatins.24 Relaxometry has also been successfully applied to
obtain information on the properties of soil,25 moisture
draining,26 or partially saturated soil in which an evaporation
process is quenched to perform stationary measures of moisture
content.27 The kinetics of an evaporation process in the gel
process has been modeled and measured by time-dependent
measurements of the weight of a sample undergoing a drying
process.28,29 Recently the evaporation kinetics together with a
deswelling process has been reported for the porous polymeric
networks used in this work by means of time-dependent weight
measurements.14

In this work we use NMR relaxometry for the study of the
evaporation process in different porous polymeric systems
which can undergo a swelling process and thereby induce a
modification in the pore structure of the network. Character-
ization of the porous networks is carried out by saturating the
systems with polar and nonpolar liquids to obtain information
on the swollen and nonswollen (dry) states. Additionally,
evaporation kinetics are monitored for both types of fluids, and
the deswelling and relaxation of the microporous network
structure process can be determined for samples containing a
low amount of cross-linking.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Synthesis of the Polymeric Network. Polymer beads of

ethylene glycol dimethacrylate and 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate
[poly(EGDMA-co- HEMA)] were synthesized by suspension as
described in a previous work.30 The reactions were carried out at 85
°C in a 250 mL round-bottom flask equipped with a reflux condenser
and a magnetic stirrer on a water bath for 2 h. To obtain 10 g of dry
polymer, a molar ratio of 3.0:1.0:9.3:250 of HEMA (6.2 mL), EGDMA
(3.2 mL), cyclohexane (17.2 mL), and water (77.0 mL) was used in
the reaction at a stirring speed of 450 rpm. Different polymeric
networks were obtained when a cross-linker content of 6, 10, 17, 25, or
33 mol % of EGDMA was used (Table 1). In all the cases, BPO (0.411

g, 2.44 mol %) was added as free-radical initiator, using PVP (0.777 g,
10 mg/mL of total mixture) as a suspension stabilizer. After reaction,
the resulting polymer beads were fully washed with distilled water and
afterward with ethanol. This procedure removes the porogenic diluent
and unreacted monomers. Samples were then dried in an oven at 70
°C until constant mass was reached. The product of each reaction was
calculated as the percentage of dry polymer obtained as a function of
the total mass of vinyl monomers used.

The resulting system consists of polymer beads that contain large
agglomerates of microspheres (100−200 nm).14 Each microsphere
consists in turn of smaller nuclei (10−20 nm) which are nonporous
and represent the most highly cross-linked regions of the system. The
nuclei are blended to some extent where the interspace between them
gives rise to small cavities or micropores (5−15 nm), which are mainly
responsible for the great surface to volume ratio of this type of
material. The cavities between the microspheres render a second type
of intermediate void named mesopores (20−50 nm). A third type of
pore between 50 nm to 100 μm corresponding to meso- and
macropores appears due to interconnection of microspheres. Finally,
larger pores are generated when the microspheres are agglomerated
into larger irregular entities in the polymer material (1 μm to 400 μm).
Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the pore architecture
network with different ranges of pore size.

2.2. NMR Relaxometry Measurements. To characterize the
network in dry and swollen states, the transverse relaxation time, T2, of
the liquid inside the polymeric matrix was monitored. Because
polymer networks have hydrophilic characteristics, water was used as a
swelling liquid to characterize the system in the swollen state. On the
other hand, as a nonpolar liquid does not interact with the network,
the polymer mesh is not altered, which allows information to be
attained on the unperturbed pore system. Small samples of polymer
beads were immersed in a vial containing distilled water at room
temperature for 24 h to reach the full swelling of the network. Samples
of 75 mg weight were extracted from the vial and gently placed in a 5
mm outer diameter NMR sample tube. The sample tube was
previously cut to a length of 10 mm to allow a proper evaporation of
the liquids. Heptane was used as a nonpolar liquid, the same amount
of sample was used, and no change in the relaxation measurements was
observed for a wetting time longer than 15 min.

Relaxation experiments were performed at 25 °C using a Magritek
Kea2 spectrometer operating at 60 MHz for protons. A 1.4 T
permanent magnet (Varian EM360) was used in all the experiments.
Liquids were allowed to evaporate, and transverse proton relaxation
times were measured throughout the evaporation process by using a
Carr−Purcell−Meiboom−Gill (CPMG) sequence15,16 with an echo
time of 1 ms and 6000 echoes. With this echo time it can be assured
that the detected signal arises only from the solvent and not from the
polymer network, whose relaxation times were determined to be on
the order of microseconds. All experiments were repeated at least three
times for each sample, and a maximum dispersion of 3% in the
processed data was obtained.

The relaxation behavior of liquids confined in porous systems is
sensitive to the molecular environment; the transverse decay rate is
expected to be a sum of bulk and surface relaxation rates plus a
contribution due to diffusion in the presence of magnetic field
gradients:

= + +
T T T T
1 1 1 1

2 2,b 2,s 2,D (1)

Bulk relaxation times are not considered, as they were determined
to be 2.5 and 2.3 s for water and heptane, respectively. At first order,
the T2 surface relaxation contribution is proportional to the local
surface to volume ratio (S/V) of the pore space, where the
proportionality constant ρ is the surface relaxivity. Assuming a
spherical pore geometry, the diameter of the pore space d can be
determined if the surface relaxivity is known.
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Signal attenuation due to diffusion in internal field gradients was
discarded, as T2 curves for different echoes times, ranging from 500 μs
to 5 ms, were indistinguishable within the experimental error.31

For systems with a variable pore size, a distribution of T2 values is
expected. These distribution functions were obtained by using an
inverse Laplace transform (ILT) algorithm based on the Tikhonov
regularization method.32,33

Table 1. Percentage of Cross-Linker Content and
Equilibrium Swelling Ratios for Water and Heptane

sample EGDMA (%) Qw water Qw heptane

C1 6 4.5 2.9
C2 10 4.7 3.2
C3 17 5.6 3.7
C4 25 5.4 3.5
C5 33 5.4 4.0
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Relaxation Dependence on Network Morphol-
ogy. The T2 relaxation time distribution of heptane and water
in saturated samples C5 and C1 is shown in Figure 2.
Relaxation time distributions for liquid absorbed in the macro-
and mesopores are denoted as T2,abs

M , while lower relaxation
time values are assigned to the liquid absorbed in the
micropores (T2,abs

μ ) or adsorbed in the network mesh (T2,ads).
Because heptane shows little tendency to reside at or near the
polymer polar surface, the interaction with the matrix is weak;
therefore, it does not swell the polymer and the solvent
molecules are mainly located in the macropores. A minor
population is placed in the mesopores, revealing that in the dry
state the main contribution to the porosity of the polymer is

given by the larger pore spaces. Additionally, the relaxation
times for heptane are, in general, longer than those observed for
water due to the weak interaction of nonpolar liquids with the
polymer mesh.
When the networks are fully saturated in water, the relaxation

time distribution profiles change significantly. Figure 2c shows
the data corresponding to sample C5, with 33% EGDMA
content, which has been shown to render a very stable network
with a small degree of swelling and minor changes in the pore
size distribution with respect to the dry state.14 In addition to
the relaxation times corresponding to liquid absorbed in the
meso- and macropores, a small distribution with short
relaxation times is present, which can be assigned to adsorbed
water in the polymer mesh (T2,ads). As the cross-linker content
is reduced, the network is more capable of undergoing swelling,

Figure 1. Distribution of pore sizes present in the network.

Figure 2. Relaxation distribution functions: (a) Sample C5 (33% EGDMA) saturated with heptane; (b) C1 (6% EGDMA); (c) sample C5 saturated
with water; (d) sample C1 saturated with water. The effect of swelling can be observed by the appearance of the relaxation distribution T2,swol for
protons corresponding to water in panel d.
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and the water contained within the swollen mesh behaves as a
new pore space with relaxation time distribution T2,swol. The
great amounts of water that network C1 (6% of EGDMA) can
uptake render a T2,swol distribution with values higher than
water absorbed in the micropores (Figure 2d). To validate this
assumption, it is necessary to inspect previous results on
determination of water uptake.
The amount of liquid that the network can uptake depends

on its affinity for the polymer chains, the cross-linking density
of the network, and its pore architecture. In the case of water, it
can be either absorbed (wabs) into the pore system or adsorbed
(wads) by the network mesh (Figure 1). A measure of the liquid
content in a saturated sample is the equilibrium weight swelling
ratio, Qw

bulk, which can be attained from the total mass of
swollen sample (wswol) and the dry polymer mass (wdry) as
follows:

= =
+ +

·Q
w
w

w w w

ww
bulk swol

dry

abs ads dry

dry

Calculated Qw
bulk values for water and heptane are summarized

in Table 1. It is possible to observe that water swells the
network mesh and can also be absorbed in the macro-, meso-,
and micropores. Contrarily, heptane shows poor tendency to
reside near polar surfaces of the polymer matrix; therefore, the
heptane uptake amount in the network will be smaller than that
found for water. However, there is a similar trend as a function
of the cross-linker content. The equation that describes the
variation of the pore volume from the dry state upon swelling
was recently derived:14
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where Qw
ske = (wads + wdry)/ wdry) is the equilibrium swelling

weight ratio for the skeletal polymeric chains, δwater is the
density of water, δdry

bulk is the density of a dry bulk network, and
δdry
ske is the skeletal density of a dry sample. The volume of water
adsorbed by the network can be calculated as vads

water = (Qw
ske −

1)/δwater. In a previous work, Qw
ske was obtained by measuring

the weight of a sample during a water evaporation process.14

The percentage of water adsorbed by the network obtained in
ref 14 is plotted together (Figure 3) with the areas under the
relaxation time distributions corresponding to T2,ads plus T2,swol.
The remarkable coincidence indicates that the assignment of T2
distribution to the swollen water is correct. It is worth to note
that T2,swol can only be distinguished for water saturated
samples C1 and C2, where the low percentage of cross-linker
renders a soft network that is capable of swelling.
The ability of the system to swell leads to a change in the size

distribution of the polymer beads, which affects the overall pore
space. A maximum variation of pore volume of 30% was
observed for a 17% EGDMA content.14 A high concentration of
EGDMA leads to an increase in the number of pendant vinyl
groups, giving rise to an earlier phase separation in the
preparation process.1 In these systems, nuclei are more rigid
and present a higher aggregation of small microspheres,
resulting in a network with a lower average pore size and
more stable pore system.1,6,14 An interesting property of sample
C1, previously reported, is that the pore volume can actually
decrease upon expansion of the polymer beads due to swelling.
This effect is related to a considerable degree of expansion of

the primary particle. In this case, the primary particle undergoes
deformations, giving rise to smaller overall pore volume. The
same behavior is obtained in the present work for the
dependence of the relaxation times on EGDMA content
(Figure 4), particularly in the relaxation times of water

absorbed within the micropores (T2,abs
μ ) and water adsorbed

in the polymer mesh, T2,ads, where mean T2 values for these
distributions decrease with decreasing EGDMA content,
indicating a smaller pore volume, in accordance with previous
results (see Figure 3).14

3.2. Evaporation Kinetics of Nonpolar Liquids. Further
information from the liquid−liquid interactions of the
molecules confined in the networks can be obtained by
monitoring the evaporation process. Fully saturated samples
were evaporated at ambient pressure and temperature
conditions. Relaxation decay curves were systematically
acquired during the evaporation process. Data from the
evaporation process, obtained by monitoring the evolution of
the NMR signal intensity as a function of time, are in complete

Figure 3. Percentage of adsorbed water. NMR data (filled circles) are
constructed by adding the contribution of T2,swol and T2,ads. Water
adsorption was determined by weighting methods (open circles) as
described in ref 14.

Figure 4.Mean relaxation times of the distributions obtained for water
in different networks as a function of the cross-linker content.
Variation of the pore volume determined by weighting methods
(crossed circles) as described in ref 14.
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agreement with data obtained by weighting the sample as a
function of the total water evaporation. In this work, a complete
T2 decay was acquired every 20 min. The overall signal
amplitude and T2 contributions for different pore sizes are
displayed in Figure 5 for network C5 saturated with heptane, as

a function of the evaporation time. Three linear decay stages (I,
II, and III) with different evaporation rates are observed.
Constant rate (CR) drying is expected for evaporation
processes in porous materials where liquid−liquid interactions
govern the kinetics. Further evaporation regimes such as first
decreasing rate (FDR) that occur at longer evaporation times
were not observed for these sytems.34,35 In the linear regime,
the evaporation rate is proportional to rA, where r is the specific
rate of evaporation, which is expressed in grams of liquid per
unit area per unit time, and A is the area of the liquid/gas
interface.28

Stage I is the evaporation of the excess of heptane on top of
the sample; as the area on top of the sample is smaller than that
defined by the porous system, the relaxation rate is low. During
stages II and III, the evaporation rate changes. Because the

evaporation rate solely depends on the liquid, the variation in
the evaporation rate can be attributed to a combination of the
contributions from liquid contained in pores of different sizes
to the total evaporation rate. With the experimental technique
used in the present work, the contribution to the evaporation
rate from different pore sizes can be distinguished. This is a
remarkable difference from other experimental procedures. For
each evaporation time, it is possible to deconvolute the
relaxation time distribution, obtaining the contribution from
each relaxation distribution to the overall signal; thus, the
variation in the amount of liquid in each environment can be
determined throughout the evaporation process.27,36

The logarithm of the area of the relaxation distributions for
heptane as a function of time are shown in the inset of Figure 5.
Here it can be observed that the evaporation kinetics for the
different environments is the same during the whole time span.
For region II, the superposition of the linear regimes due to
meso- and macropore environments renders an apparently
faster evaporation rate, while in stage III it is clear that the
contribution to the signal is completely due to the liquid
contained in the mesopores. The observation that a small
amount of heptane is contained in smaller pores is due to the
fact that the polarity of the network, which is mainly given by
the presence of the OH groups of the HEMA, does not favor
interactions between the solvent and the polymer molecules. In
this situation, only superficial mesopores would be filled by
heptane and the evaporation process is then the same for the
whole system. The same behavior was observed for all the
samples, but no correlation with the amount of cross-linker and
the evaporation rates was found.
We now analyze the behavior of the mean value of the

relaxation time distributions as the evaporation process takes
place (Figure 5, lower panel). As previously mentioned, the
relaxation times for well-defined macro- and mesopore
distributions cannot be discriminated for heptane. The same
applies to the small layer of excess liquid. As this layer starts to
evaporate, the larger mean relaxation value shifts toward lower
T2,abs
M values. In the transition from stage I to stage II, the

relaxation time decay becomes more pronounced and T2,abs
μ also

starts to shift, indicating that heptane contained in the
micropores is evaporating simultaneously. As heptane is
evaporated, the pores become partially filled and the effective
pore spaces where the liquid can diffuse become smaller which,
according to eq 2, results in shorter T2 values. It must be kept
in mind that as the evaporation process takes place, the NMR
signal is increasingly smaller, making the numerical algorithm
used for deconvolution subject to larger uncertainties.37

3.3. Evaporation Kinetics of Polar Liquids. When the
systems are saturated with polar liquids, water in the present
case, the whole space defined by the sample topology is
occupied and, additionally, swelling of the polymer matrix is
produced. The evaporation dynamics present extremely
different behaviors in comparison to nonpolar liquids. For
networks with EGDMA content above 17 mol %, molecules in
the different domains evaporate inversely to the force of
association with their respective molecular environment:28 first
the molecules in the wetting liquid that surrounds the bead
particles, next the macro- and mesopore molecules, and finally
the molecules immobilized by adsorption to the mesh of the
polymer. Liquid evaporation from the mesh does not take place
at room temperature; thus, the area of distribution T2,ads
remains constant. Figure 6 shows these behaviors for sample
C5. The excess water evaporates after approximately 5 h.

Figure 5. Evaporation kinetics of heptane in sample C5. (a)
Normalized signal intensity (squares) and individual contributions
from heptane in meso- and macropores (open circles) and in
micropores (filled circles). (b) Mean relaxation times of the individual
distributions. Three linear regimes are observed: initially for I an excess
of heptane is present, II corresponds to evaporation from the whole
sample, and III is the period where the micropores are fully depleted.
The inset shows that the evaporation kinetics is the same for all the
pore sizes.
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Afterward a linear evaporation rate is observed for water
corresponding to the area of distribution T2,abs

M , while the rest of
the areas and relaxation times remain constant. After 12.8 h, the
macro- and mesopores are completely dry and evaporation of
water absorbed in the micropores takes place. For networks
with EGDMA content below 17 mol %, swelling of the polymer
mesh is present and the evaporation dynamics are different as
shown in Figure 7 for network C1. In this case, molecules
corresponding to T2,abs

M evaporate completely and immediately
afterward (ca. 13 h) the mesh deswelling is obvious. From
Figure 7b it can be observed that the mean relaxation time for
T2,swol is monotonically decreasing during the whole process,
indicating that deswelling is always present through the
evaporation of water absorbed in the meso- and macropores.
However, from the areas it is clear that the deswelling process
accelerates its rate immediately after the larger pores are free of
water.
The most interesting behavior is that of water absorbed in

the micropores. From the areas of the distribution functions it
can be observed that the amount of water in these cavities
remains mainly constant until the larger cavities are empty.
Afterward a slight increase in the amount of absorbed
molecules is observed; this water is migrating from the swollen
polymer mesh into the micropores. Errede et al.28 found that
expandable networks show large empty space inside their mesh
which hosts a large amount of fluid, so the earlier evaporation

of molecules with liquid−liquid interaction contributes greatly
to the overall evaporation kinetics. The relaxation times for
water in the swollen mesh and in the micropores (T2,swol and
T2,abs
μ ) are plotted in Figure 8, where the monotonic decay of

T2,swol indicates the shrinking of the swollen cavities, while a
monotonic increase in T2,abs

μ reveals that the micropore size is
increasing until a simultaneous evaporation of water in the
micropores and deswelling takes place. The evaporation of
water in the micropores continues further in a situation in
which swollen water is not present or is at least undetectable.
This behavior is in agreement with the specific pore volume
reduction upon swelling described previously.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Applications of CPMG pulse sequence for determination of
pore structure in sedimentary rocks is, nowadays, a standard
technique. However, to our knowledge, pore structure
determination and evaporation kinetics studies on organic or
macromolecular materials using CPMG and inverse Laplace
transform have not yet been reported. This experiment
provides information about the evaporation kinetics of liquids
in a polymeric network. We have shown that with this method
not only can individual evaporation processes for different pore
size distributions be determined but also internal migration of
water from a swollen polymer mesh into expanding pores can
be measured. Moreover, this type of experiment can be carried

Figure 6. Evaporation of water in sample C5 discriminated by the
different pores sizes through ILT from individual relaxation decays
acquired during evaporation. (a) Area under each relaxation
distribution time for water contained in the macropores (squares),
mesopores (dots), and micropores (diamonds). The full line is the
addition of all contributions. (b) Mean relaxation time value of each
distribution.

Figure 7. Evaporation of water in sample C1 discriminated by the
different pores sizes through ILT from individual relaxation decays
acquired during evaporation. (a) Area under each relaxation
distribution time for water contained in the macropores (squares),
mesopores (dots), micropores (full diamonds), and swollen mesh
(open diamonds). The full line is the addition of all contributions. (b)
Mean relaxation time value of each distribution.
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out in compact benchtop NMR systems, which present a
negligible stray field and can be used in reduced laboratory
spaces without the safety conditions normally required for high
field superconducting magnets. We envision that this easily
applied technique will provide useful information not only on
the morphology of organic porous polymeric systems but also
on functionality in a wide range of applications.
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